
You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MAGIMIX NESPRESSO
M300. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the MAGIMIX NESPRESSO M300 in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:

You can modify the setting of the programming points by pressing the key /«+» or the key /«-». Now press the key /«+» or /«-» and the time display flashes. You
can now adjust the time with the key /«+» or /«-». If the machine is disconnected from the power supply, the time will have to be reprogrammed. AUTO ON

setting When this programming point is activated, your machine starts automatically. This message only functions correctly if you have first set the right time.
Press the key /P until the message AUTO ON appears on the display. Connect the power plug fill the water tank with fresh, cold water (1-3) place the empty

capsule holder in the capsule holder ring and turn from left to right. When it is correctly inserted, the handle faces forwards or slightly to the right (4) place a
sufficiently large receptacle under the capsule holder and another under the steam/hot water nozzle (5) press key to start the machine (6). The words FILL

WATER appear on the display turn the switch to position ; water now emerges from the steam/hot water nozzle and the word WATER appears on the display
(7) allow around 1/2 a litre of water to flow.

then reset the switch to position «O». READY appears on the display to clean the coffee system, now press the key . lARGE appears on the display (8). This
allows the quantity of water preset in the factory to flow through the coffee system. Repeat this operation five times.

Now press the key /«+» or /«-». the time display flashes. You can now set the time using the keys /«+» or /«-». Confirm the entry again by pressing the key /P.
If the machine is disconnected from the power supply, the time will have to be reprogrammed.

AUTO OFF setting When this function is on, your machine stops automatically. However, if the machine is reactivated before it automatically stops, the
machine will automatically re-start from the original programming time. The machine will then switch off at 12. This programming point functions,

regardless of whether you have set the time. Press the key /P until AUTO OFF is displayed on the display. Now you can set the desired stop time with the key
/«+» or the key /«-». If the machine is disconnected from the power supply, the time will have to be reprogrammed. To enable this display to function properly,
you must set the correct water Note: Note: Shake off excess and leave to dry for around 1 minute. Now you can read the degree of hardness. 4 green boxes =

Very soft .

The factory setting is programmed to level 3. Once you have programmed the water hardness the level will stay memorised  even if the machine is
disconnected from the mains. Displaying the number of cups Press the key /P until the word CUPS appears on the display. Release the key and the number of

cups now appears on the flashing display. Descaled display Press the key /P until DECALC appears on the display. Release the key and the number of
descaling operations effected flashes on the display. Access to the programming mode To access the programming mode, the machine must be connected to

the power supply. Setting the language Press the key /P until LANGUAGE appears on the display. Press the key /«+» or /«-» to access this programming
point. Now press the key /«+» or /«-» until the desired language appears.

confirm the entry by pressing the key /P. You may choose between D/F/I/E/NL/Sp/Port. TAP CLOSE When you draw off warm water to reduce the steam
temperature, this message is displayed after the machine has automatically interrupted the process of drawing off water. eNOUGH COFFEE? This message

appears when the cup filling quantity is being programmed. cHECK-UP Service message.
- Make sure that there is enough water in the tank. - Clean the capsule holder as described under «Cleaning» - Press the key or with the capsule holder

inserted but without coffee capsules; When READY is displayed on the display you can prepare your coffee normally. If the message does not disappear -
clean the needle cage as described under «Cleaning»..
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